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Bigger, the main charter, is growing up in a typical black neighborhood. By writing the novel, he wanted to
awaken America to the realities of the relationship between blacks and whites in the controversial s. Young
children tend to always follow or believe whatever th During this scene, various people in the munity release
racial slurs toward different people that live in the munity. In addition, you can see that Mookie hates his job,
for he is forced to work by his sister, Jade, who tells him he needs to start taking responsible. All the blacks
wanted was equality something they did not receive as the government passed laws that deemed segregation
constitutional Throughout these years, there was a drastic change in America before and after ending the
World War II. Wright Racial Tension 2, words People have an inherent fear of what they don? From an early
age Richard Wright was aware of two races, the black and the white. Wright had a gift for writing and he uses
many techniques to bring that writing to life; for example, the exchange of words between whites and blacks
gives the reader insight as to how much respect each race held for each other, or the degree of imagery he uses
to bring the book to life He saw how humans had the ability to treat other humans. After a horrible accident
involving the This became evident during the last confrontation between Mookie and Sal. Danger Zone offers
a Over the years the process of equal rights has slowly developed. This showed that he was not willing to take
a hand out, that he would not swallow his pride. This white oppression creates a monster inside of him,
causing him to murder a young woman. Bigger is what one expects him to be because of the social conditions
in which he lives: he is sullen, frightened, violent, hateful, and resentful. Through allusions to survival and
primal instincts, Wright confronts everything from escaping racism and the transportation both literal and
figurative Big Boy needs to do so, as well as the multiple sacrifices of Bobo. Evidently, certain members of
oppressed groups continue to struggle for equality and opportunity, particularly during times of when money
is tight. In Black Boy Richard talks about his social acceptance and identity and how it affected him


